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About This Game

Explore a cold, dark cave. Solve puzzles to get up, and get out. Find yourself.

Duped explores themes of loneliness, isolation and identity, through a 2D action/puzzle platformer. Control a square on its
journey to escape the cave it has found itself in. Create clones, control them, flip switches, build bodies out of your friends, get

kicked around like a ragdoll. All of this awaits you, in Duped.

Features:

Over 40 levels

Physics based puzzles

Minimalist story
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Title: Duped
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Reuben Moorhouse
Publisher:
No Moss Studios
Release Date: 29 Sep, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP2+

Processor: SSE2 instruction set support

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: DX9 (shader model 3.0) or DX11 with feature level 9.3 capabilities

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 300 MB available space
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Pretty addicting. Got it a while ago when it was on sale and just thought I would never play it, but it is honestly one of the
funniest and greatest games I have played. I love it because it kind of gives me Pokemon feels. You need to ttry it out for
yourself! :D. It may seem easy-peasy at first, but it quickly becomes challenging as you progress. I found that out the hard way.
The music actually goes with the situation at times, and the gameplay is rather smooth. The Biggest Irony is that the final boss is
easier to beat than an earlier one. Still, if you like crazy things with aliens and blasters, then this is for you.. UPDATE
01/05/2016 - ***Change in Recommendation***
Seeing it has been about 3 months since I last reviewed this, I saw there had been quite a few updates to the game and thought I
would "check in" on the state of the game.

It would appear some of the gripes I had about this game have been addressed. While it still feels like an Early Alpha, there is an
"End Game" now with the construction of the Singularity Gate. There have also been many new machines and parts added to the
game, as well as some new effects.

While there is still quite some distance to go, I think there is enough content to give the game a go if you are a fan of making
production chains, survival, and building. However, if you are waiting for the game to be more polished, I would say hold off
awhile longer, but I feel like there is enough content now to feel comfortable recommending it to those that are willing to give it
shot.

ORIGINAL REVIEW
The game is still in Early Access, so this recommendation is for this point in development. It is likely my recommendation may
change in the future, but for the Early Access uninitiated, this recommendation is for you.

First off, as a big fan of Factorio and survival style games, this game has immediate draws due to similar gameplay so the
potential is there. I'll be keeping an eye on it's progress to see if the patches resolve my current issues with recommending this
game.

For those that are hesitant to pickup this game, for RIGHT NOW I cannot recommend the game. It is Early Access, so at this
stage there is still lots of work left to do. I feature and play lots of Early Access games on my Twitch Stream, so I am no
stranger to missing features or incomplete systems. While I have a pretty high tolerance for that sort of thing, I'd much rather
wait a bit longer before trying the game again in its current state. The basis of my recommendation is based on if I think the
game is fun right now, and for me that is a definitive no.

Will the game get better? I'd be hard pressed to say anything but yes, because the developer seems pretty active and the patches
are pretty good at squashing various bugs. If you're a fan of Factorio, and games that you build production chains, this game will
be right up your alley and should be watched at the very least. If you don't mind picking up a game to support a developer, and
not necessarily clocking a lot of hours in the game right away, then by all means grab this.

Pros
- Complex Production Chains. (This is kind of the point of the game.)
- Lots of parts.
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- Groundwork for exploration and exploitation. (You're going to need to setup on multiple planets.)
- Survival Aspect (Food and Oxygen), although some of the cons can make this seem worse than it should be.

Cons (due to Early Access)
- Could use some more refinement in the tutorial.
- Placement can be finicky, which can cause frustration on making longer production chains.
- Lots of visual placeholders can be confusing. (For example, meteors that look like they'll hit the player but don't?)
- No actual "endgame" yet. (No longer an issue). Decent game Althought not sure if made this way there is no scaling so if you
build full ATK (attack) you'll have a rough start a bit but there is no penalties, just go explore and don't do quest kill thing while
doing small hunting quests and gathering quests once you start one shoting things that is it you can one shot things all the way up
till the last monster note to add you can be invincible if you use skills and max out the skills bar to 100 which in turn gives you a
defense buff that makes your opponent miss every time 100% of the time to include boss fights and there is no cooldown with
this feature you can continuously stack this buff and it will never go away so essentialy you are god mode the skill also does
basic damage. So if you're building ATK then it will do the damage you do in a basic attack so it won't take long to kill
something. the final boss i could 2 shot. ALSO to mention when you go on the final quest the game ends SAVE THE GAME
BEFORE GOING ON THIS QUEST it will boot you to main menu forcing you to lose all data if you did NOT save recently
and you will have to continue from the last place you saved all in all skipping scenes to the best of my abilities i completed this
game in under 2 hours maybe even way less then that but I've put a extra 2-3 hours into this game to find anything hidden or to
trigger and event but i cant seem to find anything.. I hope this review will open the eyes for devs. As an owner of the board
game with the first expension, I am missing a lot of things. The game itself is a great adoption, but i just feel when playing that
it is not finished yet and not worth the mony i give to purches it. You can't costumaze the map, AI are super easy (not
challanging at all, if at least they were more aggressive), then I can't change colors for myself or the position the map is alway
the same....well that sux. The multiplayer games are lame, playing a game for weeks and still on turn 1 lol and you can't even
quite the game that is in progres huray!! :\/
I still think the game has a massive potential and it looks great but so many things are not there that should be, I think that devs
rushed the game and stoped updating the PC version and are now focusing on the mobile version 2 much.
So yeah i wouldn't recommend the game untill it is finished and polished, just not worth the mony at this point.

P.S: If devs are readying this...please fix the problems and add the expansion in the game asap, don't even think twice to make a
dlc out of it, since you allready named the AI by factions of the second expension.. A generally enjoyable game! No major bugs
that I've found. Yea, quite relaxing and enjoyable.
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It's incredible if you like these types of arcade style shooting games. simple controls. the graphics are astoundingly brilliant like
really bright. i'll let you know you have space to go up down left and right. it always aims up, which i like. and.. it's just really
cool. intense. like a good old game but modernized. um have you ever played Satan's Hollow on the C-64? or gorf? whoever
made this did a brilliant job on it! Recommended if you like this type of game.
. 2/10, this game is the most ♥♥♥♥♥♥ game I have ever played. Not only did it crash twice while trying to run it, but it also
took 45 ♥♥♥♥ing minutes to get to the nudity. The only reason I gave it a 2 instead of a 0 is because I'm a raging homosexual.
This game is ♥♥♥♥ing $25. If you really want to play this ♥♥♥♥♥♥ game, go and find it online for free. Also it had
♥♥♥♥ing advertisements in the god damn dialogue. The only reason to have this game is because of the weird♥♥♥♥♥fetish
stuff. Fapping was a solid 1/10 because there was no ♥♥♥♥ing nudity for 45 minutes.. This game is fun and challenging. The
graphics to are pretty brill for the size of the game and having trading cards and achievements is brill aswell as it adds more off
a challenege to collect them all, despite how challenging the game actually is.

The game could do with a bit more guidance as at time it is confusing and takes a lot of time to get right!

Saying that however the price of the game is brill at less then 3 quid but at the moment its only 69p so get it now and try it!
. This game is fantastic. This game is buggy, feels like a port (wouldn't be surprised if it was), controls and movements are
wonky, units run in place at times (...?); graphics are very sluggish, and Anti-Aliasing is badly done. The units at times don't
respond very well (even when the game is paused, they don't carry out the order) and the game feels outdated even though it was
made in 2012 (...?!). I didn't enjoy playing the game. I didn't feel the immersion behind it like other games of its genre and it
was rather bland.

I'd stay away from this game - don't believe me? Check out the other reviews!
. Played the free weekend (only 19 hours), but I'm loving it so far, so I've bought it (+season pass). Hopefully the longevity isn't
as bad as the other reviews are making out, but there does seem to be a lot of content + the DLCs + any mods that have been
made!. Awesome Strategic Game , but there problem in gameplay , when i click repair and i drag to other map it click instanly...
i hope theres fixing in gameplay. This game is exactly as it sounds. Minesweeper in VR with zombies. You'll get about 15 to 20
zombies spawning in waves after every probe \/ flag mark you make. The game is currently buggy as the zombies keep
disappearing \/ reappearing next to you. Plus I think the zombies keep triggering the mines to blow up which makes me fail the
level. This DLC seriously feels like it should have been an update to the original game and not a paid expansion style DLC.

If you want to see what I'm talking about then feel free to check out my video below.
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=MNMFyMZOT7Y
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